CASE STUDY

“We gained the endpoint protection we needed without having to restrict users.”

Challenges

- **Downloaded software on personal devices** sometime came with malware attached
- **Huge influx of malware, ransomware, Trojans, and malicious emails** after switching to Office 365
- **Kaspersky was not catching** all malware
- **Nearly 100 cases over a few months**, with very little network visibility

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes

- **Effectiveness**: Malwarebytes caught 90 percent more malware than Kaspersky
- **Proactive protection**: Malwarebytes blocks access to malicious websites and links
- **Ease of use**: Simplified endpoint protection management with global visibility and automation

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

- **Gained visibility** into client machines to ensure total coverage
- **Reduced risk** associated with endpoint infections
- **Increased IT team productivity** by eliminating the need to re-image malware-infected machines and address slow PC performance due to malware
Malwarebytes covers all bases for us. It catches more than 90 percent of malware and prevents users from going to malicious sites. We gained the endpoint protection we needed without having to restrict users’ access to anything. Malwarebytes has performed above our expectations.
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